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PARTNER

MEDIA PARTNER

SEKISUI KYDEX innovates and creates sustainable thermoplastic material solutions for the next
generation of product design to help enhance
the passenger experience. The KYDEX® Thermoplastics
Quick Response Manufacturing (QRM) business model of
manufacturing bespoke materials with short lead times in
small quantities expands beyond thermoplastic sheet.

Aircraft Interiors International celebrated its 20th anniversary in 2018 and
over the last 20 years it has grown to become the industry’s premier publication. With an ABC audited circulation of just short of 14,000 buyers
and key decision makers, the hard copy format is extremely valued by readers for detailed
content, sense of style and easy-to-read format, and appreciated by advertisers for consistently generating strong sales leads and wider brand recognition.

The fully compliant KYDEX® portfolio also includes injection molding resins, proprietary Infused Imaging™ technology, integral special effects, unique textures, antibacterial
protection and custom products and design.
The SEKISUI KYDEX appLab™ and designLab® Innovation
Centers are collaborative spaces for clients and customers
to bring the supply chain together for rapid prototyping and
design development. These spaces are the bridge between
engineering and art.
Please visit SEKISUI KYDEX.

Industry news is delivered through our weekly email service linked to our website
aircraftinteriorsinternational.com. You are welcome to take a complimentary copy during
the Conference.

Northwest Aerospace News shares the manufacturing capabilities and
innovations of the Pacific Northwest Aerospace Community with a worldwide audience.
We act as a conduit to connect the supply base and those who support it, with the companies that are reaching out to strengthen their position in the marketplace. Our team works
hard to provide engaging content and a unique brand personality that has our readers looking forward to reading each issue.

For sponsorship such as exhibition, logo display, evening event sponsoring and speaking, please contact:
Andreas Wibowo, andreas.wibowo@redcabin.de | direct line: +49 30 99 40 489 11 | mobile: +49 162 256 738 2
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SPONSORS
Zotefoams plc is the world's leading manufacturer of
crosslinked block foams. ZOTEK® F is a range of lightweight, closed cell, foams based on polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and available in flexible, semi-rigid, rigid and the newly launched
extra-rigid grade. Zotefoams’ ZOTEK® F OSU range continues to grow in popularity as a material for aircraft interiors, combining a luxury feel that appeals to the most discerning tastes with outstanding fire, smoke and toxicity
ratings while delivering weight savings that make air travel more sustainable.
ZOTEK® F has become an increasingly compelling choice for aircraft interiors, in applications including window seals, environmental control systems,
insulation, carpet underlay and soft-touch trim. It offers significant weight reductions of up to 70% compared to alternatives such as silicone and solid
thermoplastics, contributing to considerable fuel savings. It is a remarkable
material that offers a unique balance of properties including temperature, UV
and chemical resistance, and the uncompromising flammability performance
that is essential in aviation.
ELeather is the pioneer of engineered leather. Its revolutionary process transforms unused leather into advanced
materials while achieving a significantly lower environmental footprint. ELeather reduces waste, increases performance, and enables
brands to create extraordinary products and memorable customer experiences, while improving sustainability. Born in the UK, ELeather has grown to
supply industries ranging from transport to footwear, across the world. It’s
leather, evolved.” Check out eleathergroup.com for more information.

From cockpit to passenger cabin, from aircraft design to
flight operations, PACE – a TXT company provides trailblazing software solutions for the aerospace and aviation
industry’s immediate and long-term challenges. The sustained success of our products is based on a strong commitment to innovation and quality.
When you step into a commercial aircraft anywhere in the world today, chances are it was marketed with PACE configuration software. From cabin layout investigations to smart proposal management, our configuration portfolio embodies the simple truth at the heart of every successful sale: make it
easy to buy your product and help buyers feel confident in their purchasing
decision.
AERQ is a joint venture between LG Electronics and Lufthansa Technik. It was founded in June 2019 and is headquartered
in Hamburg, Germany. With its roots in consumer electronics
and aviation it uses the extensive knowledge from both parent companies to
develop digital solutions for aircraft cabins. AERQ enables airlines to digitalise their aircraft cabins by providing a new kind of digital ecosystem in and
around the aircraft fueled by software, hardware and data.
For more information check out aerq.com.

For sponsorship such as exhibition, logo display, evening event sponsoring and speaking, please contact:
Andreas Wibowo, andreas.wibowo@redcabin.de | direct line: +49 30 99 40 489 11 | mobile: +49 162 256 738 2
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SPONSORS
Reell is an employee owned, global company that provides
high-quality innovative solutions to transmit torque, control
angular position and protect delicate components from excessive force. Combining the world’s most precisely controlled
torque technology with the industry’s most experienced engineering team,
Reell provides a perfect product fit in customer applications. Reell’s patented
technology is widely used in the consumer electronics, automotive, aircraft
interiors, medical technology, workstation furniture, kiosk/data terminals, and
architectural lighting industries.
Reell engineers work with airline and automotive manufacturers and their Tier
1 and Tier 2 suppliers to develop precision engineered solutions to use Reell
torque technology to improve the quality, comfort and safety of their vehicles.
Reell automation expertise develops methods to manufacture in high volume
and control product quality to world class standards. Our global manufacturing can deliver product where it is needed.

METZO is the Aviation & Rail specialist within THE VITA
GROUP, one of the leading polyurethane foam manufacturers in the world. METZO´s Aviation portfolio contains a
full range of soft furnishing goods for aircraft seats and crew compartments
such as cushions, covers, toppers, paddings and mattresses to be supplied
to all major seat manufacturers and airlines worldwide. This includes as well
a comprehensive customer service from material selection, prototype construction and burn tests to series production. METZO`s production facilities are
located in Germany and Slovakia. Above that, METZO is part of the global THE
VITA GROUP network.
For more information please checkout www.metzo.com.

Interior applications include: Position control of armrests, headrests, center
console lids, meal trays, video displays, and cargo bins. For more information
check out reell.com.

For sponsorship such as exhibition, logo display, evening event sponsoring and speaking, please contact:
Andreas Wibowo, andreas.wibowo@redcabin.de | direct line: +49 30 99 40 489 11 | mobile: +49 162 256 738 2
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WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND OUR VIRTUAL SUMMIT

„At Red Cabin we always meet fantastic new people,

are exposed to a broad spectrum of experiences, projects and
ideas, and have the chance to collaborate with each other in
an open and inspiring way… and that is what our industry
thrives on.”
Catherine Barber, CMF, Acumen Design Associates

„Red Cabin summits above all others stand out as

an exceptional industry platform where the panellists and
delegates can discuss difficult subjects and solutions that
are beneficial for the industry as a whole.”
Ben Bettell, Program Director, Aircraft Interiors, Counterpoint

„The Red Cabin Innovation Summit uniquely provides

an open, candid and collaborative forum where industry
experts share their experience and ideas in a trusted and
congenial environment for the benefit of the entire Cabin
Interiors industry.”
Nigel Duncan, President, DUNCAN AERO LTD

„RedCabin’s summits, panel discussions, and workshops

stimulate new partnerships through collaboration and
innovation while expanding industry education. Their
model is positioned perfectly to keep the industry working
together through these challenging times by pivoting to virtual
collaboration, which resulted in an Aviation Hygiene
Working Group. Sekisui Kydex is a proud partner of
RedCabin and we are enthusiastically expanding our
partnership into the Mass Transit Industry.”
Ronn Cort, President & COO of SEKISUI KYDEX
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Summit Day One | Tuesday, 8 June 2021
Time Zone: CET
9:00 am

Welcome speeches by RedCabin, CEO Monica Wick and
summit chairmen Ben Bettell, Counterpoint and Anthony
Harcup, TEAGUE

9:10 am

Recap from RedCabin past summit

9:30 am

Keynote speech
Response to Disruption

	Norman Jordan – CEO, Safran Cabin
10:00 am “ Smartifying” the catering ecosystem thanks to
connectivity
■ Deep dive in the future of the catering ecosystem
■ How can new technologies, digitalization and data
collection support value creation within the catering
processes
■ Comparing myriad of opportunities from a technology
stand point with market needs, what’s worth focusing on
and how can we get away from the pure techno push
■ Safran approach = value driven innovation approach,
from pain points to use cases
Sergio Gomez – Senior Poduct Manager & Partnership
Manager, Safran Cabin
	Ron Verweij – Senior Manager UX design & Innovation
Connectivity, Safran Cabin

Time Zone: CET
10:30 am T
 he cool trolley, a customer driven innovation
■ Presentation of the cool trolley, the next-generation solution to extend and optimize onboard cooling solutions
■ The success story of a customer driven innovation, from
the opportunity identification to its entry into service
■ How collaborative innovation and customer engagement
fuel product definition
■ Return on experience: the voice of the customer
Julie Imbert – Marketing Director, Safran Cabin
11:00 AM NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK
11:30 am Introduction to the topic of Recycling of Cabin Interiors
	Tony Seville – Director, AIRA
PANEL DISCUSSION
11:50 am Recycling of Cabin Interior
	
M ODERATED BY: Tony Seville – Director, AIRA &
Catherine Barber – CMF, Acumen Design Associates
PANELIST: Maxine Youlten – Sustainability
Officer, Etihad Airways
	
Rik Westerink – VP of Business Dev. – Europe,
AirGo Design Pte. Ltd
	
Ronn Cort – President & COO, SEKISUI KYDEX
	
Matthias Reiß – Expert Eco-Efficiency & Sustainability, Environmental Leader Cabin & Cargo, Cabin Design Office, Airbus
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Summit Day One | Tuesday, 8 June 2021

Time Zone: CET

12:30 pm Imagine the future of Aircraft Interior

■ What drives greatest impact

■ Is the cabin design of the future sustainable, lightweight
and digital?

■ Circular design and how to achieve it

■ A way out of the aircraft industry crisis through innovation
excellence

■ Why designing to last is best

■ Their philosophy behind guiding the future of design
Purpose: Transfer insights and experience to the aviation market

■ A strong footprint in the Cabin Control Backbone and
SMART enabled cabin products

Lee Whitton – Head of Sustainability, ELeather
Kyle Wood – Senior Director Sustainable, Footwear Nike

■ Realizing digital services for airlines and passengers
■ Creating value for ecological solutions on board of aircraft
■ Understanding customer expectations for future hygienic
and safe cabin interiors
■ Creating future cabin concepts for a seamless mobility
experience
	Carsten Laufs – VP-Product & Innovation Management,
Diehl Aviation
1:00 pm

 look at the impact of sustainable materials selection and
A
how to implement a collaborative approach to sustainable
design
 ove to zero; how Nike select and measure environmental
M
impact in their material categories
■ Lessons learned
■ Real choices made on real data
■ F
 iltering out noise and confusion from less authentic/
credible materials

1:30 PM

NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK

INTERACTIVE WORKING GROUPS
2:30 pm	The audience will be divided into three groups.
Each group will attend all three interactive working groups.
WORKING GROUP – 1
2:30 pm


Passenger
and Freight, can both coexist in the post
pandemic aviation model?

	With the drop in pax demand driven by the ever changing pandemic, commercial air travel will take between 2 to 4 years
to recover the demand to pre Covid levels. Many airlines now
are struggling with the conundrum of losing landing slots due
to not being able to profitably operate flights with remarkably
low load factors. Some of that capacity has been converted
to freighters but a freighter flight does not account for a revenue flight linked to slots utilization; and it goes without saying
"if you don't use it you lose it".
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Summit Day One | Tuesday, 8 June 2021
	A trend will emerge for "combi" operations (in vogue back in
the 70's with the famous KLM 747 Combis) to allow airlines
to keep their slots and flying less pax making up for the loss
revenue with the income stream from freight, but what compromises will this bring to the customer journey?
■ What implication will bring to airlines and customers alike
to share the cabin with cargo?
■ Will this config drive the loss of galleys and lavatories footprint in lieu of reclaiming main deck space for freight?
■ How many cabin classes this restricted real estate space
will allow to operate without compromising the customer
proposition?
■ Will this account for a "less" premium feel?
■ What are the certification challenges for such operational
model?
■ B
 efore the pandemic the boundaries between Commercial
and Cargo flights were clear and they only coexisted in the
cargo hold at some extent...so how will they coexist in the
post pandemic air travel sharing the main cabin?

	
The Pandemic has shaken the established aviation model

from operation, design and aircraft configuration standpoint. Are we at the edge of having built-in Freighter features
within a Passenger Airliner Cabin line-fit options to allow for
higher operational flexibility for both lessors and airlines alike
to quickly convert their aircraft to suit fluctuation in occupancy and cargo demand?

Time Zone: CET
	The workshop will brainstorm about the challenges and solutions on how both former opposite aviation markets and operational models can coexist for the benefit of the passenger
and the wider aviation industry.
	
Cristian Sutter – CEO, Avensis
WORKING GROUP – 2
2:30 pm


Disruption:
Instead of adjusting strategy – Take the
opportunity to do things different
■ S
 haring experiences from previous disruptive events (9/11
in particular, but also B737 MAX grounding, SARS, 2008 financial crisis, or more localized disruptions). What worked
and what didn’t?
■ How to spot the difference between a temporary and lasting disruption – what do you look for?
■ A
 voiding the “kids soccer (football) phenomenon” where
everyone just chases the ball. If you can’t be a first mover
in response to a new trend, do you instead go in a different
direction?
■ W
 hen is the best time to invest in doing things differently?
During slow times when you have excess bandwidth but
are also under pressure to make cuts? Or during boom
times when you can afford it but also have a lot of opportunities to succeed in your traditional business model?
■ W
 hat effect do we think “low carbon” and “green” will have
on cabin interiors? Is this truly a disruptor for our space?
Or is it only a disruptor for propulsion systems?
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Summit Day One | Tuesday, 8 June 2021
■ Same question applies for “digitalization” -> this has been
a disruptor in the way we buy goods and consume entertainment, but IoT does seem to hit some limits in how far it
can work its way into everyday equipment on ground. Will
it actually change what we deliver in the cabin experience?
■ The impact of hygiene on the cabin experience.
	
MODERATED BY: Nathan Kwok – Vice President Marketing,
Safran Cabin
WORKING GROUP – 3
2:30 pm

New comfort studies

	
New technology is introduced in the cabin (e.g. smart phones,
local ant-noise and VR) and close to carbon neutral propulsion
systems are introduced. This has consequences for the interior
comfort. However, there is no overall comfort model and the
systems to record the local comfort are not always available.
The COMFort in the cabin DEMOnstrator (COMFDEMO; www.
comfdemo.com) project aims at understanding and optimizing
the comfort perception of aircraft passengers in short-range
flights. An overview of questionnaires is made and research
protocol to study comfort and in this project, a demonstrator of
an aircraft interior is instrumented in which experiments can be
done with people to investigate comfort perception.
	
Prof. Dr. Peter Vink – TU Delft

Time Zone: CET
4:30 pm

NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK

5:00 pm

CONTINUING WITH WORKING GROUP 1,2 & 3

6:00 pm

RESULTS

	Each moderator of the interactive working group is presenting
the outcome of their session.
6:20 pm

CLOSING REMARKS BY THE SUMMIT CHAIRMEN

6:30 pm

END OF SUMMIT DAY 1
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Summit Day Two | Wednesday, 9 June 2021
Time Zone: CET
9:00 am	The difference of design approach between automotive and
aviation industry
Richard will share his interesting experience in designing for
both industries – regarding HMI, occupant comfort and interaction, and brand management – and how the future emerging
future trends will have an impact.
Richard Chung – Center Chief, Interior Space Visioneering Center
PANEL DISCUSSION
9:30 am

I nfluence in aircraft seating design from markets outside
aviation

	
MODERATED BY: Marc Zantinge – Sales and Marketing
Communication Manager, Reell Precision Manufacturing
PANELISTS: Gary Doy – Director and Founder, Doy Design
Raul Flores – VP advanced Concepts, Safran Seats
Richard Chung – Center Chief, Interior Space Visioneering,
Toyota Boshoku
10:10 am	Future Connectivity, Evolution & Flexibility
New Technologies in both the Satellite communication and the
Air to Ground communication (5G) provide Higher Bandwidth
which will bring onboard connectivity capability close to home
experience. The industry is moving towards software defined
systems using agnostic Hardware. This enables to decouple
the Aircraft Installation from the Data/Connectivity Service and

Time Zone: CET
provides more flexibility to airlines in connectivity management.
Hybrid Air to Ground and SatCom Systems will provide significant cost and performance advantages to airlines and passengers. These technological breakthroughs create opportunities
for airlines and the entire industry to create more value.
	
MODERATED BY: Peter Lewalter – VP Strategic Alliances/
M&A, Safran Passenger Innovations
10:40 am I nnovation from Zim Aircraft Seating on premium economy
class seats
■ New identities of ZIM Aircraft Seating
■ Demand on premium economy class seating on single
aisle and twin aisle
■ Product innovation from ZIM on premium economy class
seating
Heiko Fricke – CEO, ZIM FLUGSITZ GmbH
11:10 am NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK
Collaborate to innovate: How novel media content supply is
11:40 am	
key for a new cabin experience
	Digitalisation of the aircraft cabin will boost passenger experience and help the industry recover. A novel media content
supply chain is important to create such experience and collaboration is key to secure a seamless integration across technologies and systems. Join our experts to discuss these aspects
in AERQ’s panel at the Aircraft Cabin Innovation Summit.
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Summit Day Two | Wednesday, 9 June 2021
	
MODERATED BY: Maryann Simson – Aviation and Travel
Team Director, THINKINK
	
PANELISTS: Jonas von Kruechten – Head of Strategy &
Business Development, AERQ
Andre Valera – Managing Director, ABOVE
Miguel Pedro Ferreira – IFEC Manager, TAP Portugal
 irk Ottens – Head of Content & Media Strategy, Lufthansa
D
Systems
12:25 pm S
 ingle aisle Long haul flight: passengers needs &
market trend
Emmanuel Regnier – VP Sales & Marketing, STELIA
Aerospace Cabin Interior
Jonathan Seguin – HO R&T, STELIA Aerospace Cabin
Interior
12:55 pm Topic will follow
	
Innovation story presented by: Zotefoams
1:25 pm	Innovation from campus: RedCabin is excited to collaborate
with Phd students across the globe to bring new ideas to
aircraft interior
 ow can the (nature-inspired) design of environment
H
induce relaxation?
Chanmi Kim – Student, University of Twente.

Time Zone: CET
"Increasing perceived viral safety in air travel"
■ A project aimed at increasing the feeling of viral safety
in airplanes, focusing especially on food consumption
■ A project helping to rebuild aviation with a resilient and
environmentally friendly approach
■ Addressing passenger safety concerns has been identified
by experts as a key factor in the recovery of the aviation
industry

	
Maciej Zawierucha – Industrial Designer from Cracow,

Poland & Integrated Product Design Student, Faculty of
Industrial Design Engineering, TU Delft
" Utilising floorplan design to improve passenger comfort
in future aircrafts"
■ Designing a new floorplan concept for the Flying-V,
aiming to improve passenger comfort using new layout
and seating concepts (for example: staggered seating,
angled seating, group seats & bed concepts)
■ Which passenger needs and wishes should be targeted to
most effectively improve overall passenger comfort during
cruising?
■ The Flying-V’s layout consists of two wings and a large
space at the front. This has consequences for how seating
can be placed. How can this unique layout be utilised to its
advantage in improving passenger comfort?

	
Lisa Wamelink – Student, TU Delft
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Summit Day Two | Wednesday, 9 June 2021
1:55 PM

Time Zone: CET

NETWORKING LUNCH BREAK

Zachary Kilcer – Product Development Payloads, Boeing
Brenna Wynhof – Cabin and Experiential Marketing, Boeing

INTERACTIVE WORKING GROUPS

Chelsea Meyers – Design Researcher, TEAGUE

3:00 pm	The audience will be divided into three groups.
Each group will attend all three interactive working groups.
WORKING GROUP – 1
3:00 pm

New VIP Client Experience
■ How the VIP experience has been propelled over the past
year by the global health crisis

Trevis Kurz – Associate Creative Director, TEAGUE
WORKING GROUP – 3
3:00 pm

	
Ben Bettell and Chris Brady in an interactive provocative
interview discussing what customer centric means.
Ben Bettell – Program Director, Aircraft Interiors, Counterpoint

■ Shifts in client requests and priorities

Chris Brady – Founder, UNUM Aircraft Seating

■ New design trends
■ New technology trends
■ Future of VIP travel - looking forward
 nnika Wicklund – Director, Design, GREENPOINT
A
Technologies
	Jonathan Kestin – Operational Excellence Leader,
GREENPOINT Technologies
WORKING GROUP – 2
3:00 pm

Innovative collaboration session
 embers of the Boeing and Teague cabin design team will disM
cuss the importance design for increased cabin flexibility and
lead a discussion on the landscape of changing user needs and
expectations.

What is customer centric?

5:00 pm

NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK

5:30 pm

CONTINUING WITH WORKING GROUP 1,2 & 3

6:30 pm

RESULTS

	Each moderator of the interactive working group is presenting
the outcome of their session.
6:50 pm

CLOSING REMARKS BY THE SUMMIT CHAIRMEN

7:00 pm

END OF SUMMIT DAY 2
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Summit Day Three | Thursday, 10 June 2021

Time Zone: CET

JOIN OUR EXCLUSIVE INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS

WORKSHOP – 2

WORKSHOP – 1

11:30 am Should the aviation interior industry adapt to make
recyclable products?

9:00 am

Transforming spaces to improve comfort

	This session explores the folding theory involved in altering
a passenger’s environment to improve their comfort. Aircraft
have fixed components within their interior, making it very
difficult for the customers to alter the interior configuration
once the final aircraft is built. Rigid environments restrict the
potential activities that a user can pursue within that space,
thereby limiting the possibility of the user improving their experience. Multi-functional monuments will enable users to increase the functionality of any given space by personalizing
it to their requirements and in turn improving their perceived
comfort. Based on the furniture folding methodology developed at Ryerson University, folding applications called Openon-Demand and Reconfiguration were designed to transform
existing cabins to multi-functional spaces that would in turn
improve the passenger on-board experience.

	Of course the answer may be ‘no’, but given the scientific
evidence for climate change and an increasing move in both
public opinion and political policy making to address the
issue, it is not unreasonable to foresee the introduction of
legislation requiring that aircraft interior products be recyclable? Strategically it would make sense to evaluate our businesses on this basis to identify the threats and opportunities
that would arise from this scenario. What we hope to draw
out through a collaborative workshop is
■ An appreciation of the current barriers to recycling
■ S
 ome guidelines for design and manufacturing to start us
on a path towards meeting the challenge
■ A
 new viewpoint from which to evaluate our current business practices and priorities
■ T
 o stimulate some innovative thinking about our products
and their lifecycles

	
Aditya Venkatesh – Graduate Research Assistant, Ryerson
University

	
Catherine Barber – CMF, Acumen Design Associates

11:00 am NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK

12:30 pm END OF SUMMIT DAY 3
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WELCOME to our Virtual LIVE
There has never been a more important time for the global aircraft interior industry to come
together and learn how to survive and thrive in a post Covid-19 world.
RedCabin has invented a unique platform where we are able to connect and network,
collaborate, exchange ideas and learn from each other, and even celebrate despite not
being able to be physically present together.
As demand in innovative aircraft interiors is still strong, RedCabin virtual summit will
offer benefits for our partners. Save your travel costs and get involved in our interactive platform from your home or office.

RedCabin Virtual LIVE

Some of our highlighted
benefits include:

8–10 June 2021 | Aircraft Cabin Innovation Summit

What we provide:

Present your business services, expertise and products in our collaborative
and open environment.
This includes our renowned working
group activities.

 Live stream speeches

Virtual booths to show your products,
just like our live summits.

 Networking activities including one-to-one
video meetings

One-to-one meetings with high level
executives from airlines, manufacturers, tier one suppliers, design houses
and more.

 Our interactive working groups

 Interactive panel discussions

 Group chats
Be part of our panel discussions and
be associated with our leading experts
from notable organizations such as
Boeing, American Airlines, United Airlines, and more.

 Surveys and live polls

 Delegate lists
Use our match making tools to ensure you meet your suitable target
audience.

 New connections with our valuable members!
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INVESTMENT PER DELEGATE

DATE

INVESTMENT

2 DAY SUMMIT
TOTAL INVESTMENT

1.000 € + VAT

DAY 3 TOUR

300 € + VAT

For further information or registration please contact:
Andreas Wibowo: andreas.wibowo@redcabin.de
direct line: +49 30 99 40 489 11
mobile: +49 162 256 738 2
online: www.redcabin.de

